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This winter has brought with it many different challenges as well as adaptations to our services. 
Most notably, during this reporting period we became non-operational in Dunkirk. Limited by 
reduced funding streams and unable to maintain a service we felt was in line with our standards 
as an organisation, the RYS management team decided we were unable to continue to support 
minors in Dunkirk. We should reflect positively on our time in Dunkirk and how we were, for over a 
year, a consistent, trusted presence for the young people, offering social worker support,  weekly 
trips to the swimming pool, and access to a youth space with shower facilities. 

In Calais over the Christmas period, our outreach service shifted in line with team capacity. 
Despite a smaller team, we were still able to support and facilitate access for 38 children into 
child protection services. Over the reporting period the team met 138 new minors in Calais and 
Dunkirk. These figures represent our coverage on the ground, however we recognise the need 
for continued collaboration with the state to enable a greater reach for support services to help 
and assist all children who are unaccompanied in Calais.

Towards the end of January, we welcomed Petya Tsekova to the team as our Advocacy Officer. 
Petya has a wealth of experience in media, advocacy and strategy, having worked with the 
International Committee of the Red Cross, World Vision and Amnesty International Netherlands. 
During rough winter months, the need for appropriate, consistent and effective advocacy to 
change the situation for children sleeping with no shelter is evident now more than ever. Through 
increased RYS advocacy and future project developments, promoting public awareness and 
influencing key policy change with local and national French and British actors will form a 
significant part of our work. Ensuring legal, safe and child centered pathways to allow such a 
vulnerable population to find refuge in either France or the United Kingdom will be a pivotal and 
central aim within our advocacy efforts. Improving collaboration with the state to provide access 
to housing and protection in France will also be a continued area of our development.

With a new year comes a renewed focus on the evolution of our work here in northern France. 
Recognising the opportunities available to a French registered and led organisation, we are still 
keen to support the transition of our work to support more effective advocacy at the local, 
regional and national levels in France. Up until this handover to a partner, we remain committed 
and highly motivated to our work here in northern France. 

As I conclude the opening remarks I would like to introduce Claudia Tomarchio as the new 
Project Manager for RYS in northern France. It has been a true privilege to be a part of the 
organisation for 18 months and I have only confidence in Claudia’s skill set and leadership. 

James Aldred, Project Manager
 

Jonny Willis (CEO)

  WELCOME



Objective One: Increase the team’s capacity to support children in northern France

❏ RYS completed its first Process Evaluation, and the team discussed specific takeaways 
for future advocacy, partnerships, and operations. We analyzed how current activities 
meet assumptions and goals stated in the 2017 grant application.

❏ We launched a targeted campaign and revamped our JustGiving fundraising page. The 
new website will be launched this quarter.

❏ RYS hired an Advocacy Officer.

❏ RYS recruited an Outreach Support Specialist who will begin next quarter and focus on 
psycho-social activities.

Objective Three: Design a localised system of support for minors

❏ RYS continues to strengthen its partnership with FTDA. We instituted monthly meetings 
with FTDA to exchange information and build on a unified approach to support children 
entering protection across all sites in Calais.

❏ We attended the first meeting of the “Situation on Unaccompanied Minors Working Group”,  
whose goal is  to improve multi-sectoral coordination. RYS plans to design trainings on 
minors rights and relevant referral pathways for partners.

❏ RYS met with international NGOs operating locally, such as French Red Cross and Safe 
Passage UK, to clarify post-Brexit procedures and support their advocacy.

❏ Led by our Transition Facilitator, we began to compile a comprehensive needs assessment 
and stakeholder mapping. These documents summarise historical knowledge, describe 
current practices, and inform future operations and advocacy.

Objective Two: Review casework practices and procedures

❏ RYS successfully implemented a new data collection system, and continues to 
streamline and expand it to provide a more detailed description of population 
demographics, RYS activities, and gaps in service-provision.

❏ We formalised procedures for identifying, updating, and managing vulnerable 
cases via daily information-sharing, team meetings, and individual case files.  

❏ Two staff members attended a conference hosted by Missing Children Europe, 
where the “Interact” training brought key stakeholders together to discuss the 
needed pathways and mechanisms for locating children who are missing.

REVIEW OF GOALS FROM LAST QUARTER



  OBJECTIVE ONE

IMPROVED ACCESS TO SAFEGUARDING AND CHILD 
PROTECTION FOR CHILDREN ON THE MOVE

We work with a range of actors on the ground to promote the safety and wellbeing of 
unaccompanied minors. We also notify the state of each minor in order to emphasize the 
direct and indirect needs of minors trying to access their rights to shelter, food, and safety.

● This reporting period, our team sent a total of 93 IPs and additional SPs. 1 These 
legally binding documents signal to the department and then the Children’s Judge 
that a minor is present without shelter, and whether he or she has already engaged 
with child protection services. It is also an opportunity to highlight if specific threats 
or vulnerabilities exist, beyond that of homelessness. 

● After careful deliberation, we stopped distributing “attestation de suivi”. These 
documents were given by RYS to new minors to document the following 
information:

1. the individual self-declared their minority to a member of the team
2. the minor’s nationality, primary language, and age
3. the date of the I.P. sent to the department
4. RYS contact information. 

These attestations benefitted minors accessing child protection structures when 
they were outside of either the Pas-de-Calais or Nord department. However, these 
papers became desirable to all members of the communities and we felt pressure 
to judge a person’s minority based on appearance. According to the European 
Union’s Rights of the Child, practitioners must give benefit of the doubt to 
anyone who self-identifies as a minor. Our team decided that the benefits of the 
attestation did not outweigh the safety and ethical costs. In order to abide by this 
best practice and better focus on supporting minors sleeping rough or entering 
child protection services, we stopped distributing the attestations. 

1Information Préoccupante et Signalement Procureur

                                  



INCREASING CHILDREN'S ACCESS TO THEIR RIGHTS THROUGH 
ACCURATE INFORMATION, LEGAL PROCESS,                                            

AND CHALLENGES OF LEGALITY 

We offer children information about their rights to protection and accomodation, and 
encourage them to enter French child protective services. We challenge the state when these 
rights are denied and when children are incorrectly treated as adults. 

● We designed a “Rights of a Child” sheet, a 10-point summary of a minor’s rights in 
France, and with the help of our partner Infobus we translated it into 6 languages. 

● The United Kingdom officially left the European Union on January 31st. RYS 
attended a webinar and in-person session entitled “Family Reunification 
post-Brexit” run by Safe Passage, a partner specialising in legal casework for UAMs 
with family in the UK. While procedures won’t change during the transition period 
that runs throughout the rest of 2020, we remain concerned that this crucial legal 
migration routes for minors will be limited or closed in the future. 

● RYS helped 2 minors appealing unfair age assessments access legal support. 
Once the judge recognizes the child’s minority, he can immediately access shelter, 
protection and education. 

● Through cross organisational collaboration with “Defenseurs des Droits” and La 
Cabane Juridique (Legal Shelter), our team challenged the illegal detainment of 
children who were unable to prove they were under 18. 

● We successfully facilitated 38 mise à l’abri with FTDA to get children into child 
protective services in Calais and Dunkirk. 

  OBJECTIVE TWO



   OBJECTIVE THREE

INCREASE IN SELF-WORTH AND SELF-CARE, 
AND ACCESS TO SERVICES THAT PROMOTE THIS 

● RYS promotes physical activity, unity and opportunities for expression in sport and 
psycho-social activities. We bring sports equipment, art supplies, and a barbershop 
kit to the field five days a week.

● Throughout the period, over 150 children were able to attend a weekly outing to 
the swimming pool, a hugely enriching time for the young people who so rarely get 
to act their age. Each child is given a bag with a towel and toiletries, so the activity 
doubles as an opportunity to shower. Weekly access to a day center and shower 
facility also allowed minors to spend the day away from their usual surroundings, in 
a fun, safe and relaxing space.

● We facilitated access to a team of journalists working on a project titled “Lost In 
Europe”, including graphic journalist Dan Archer. The young people felt empowered 
in speaking with Dan and some enjoyed a session on learning how to create a 
storyboard!

  OBJECTIVE THREE



  EXITING DUNKIRK

During this reporting period, RYS became non-operational in Dunkirk. Expansion from 
Calais into Dunkirk in 2018 had originally been made possible by a substantial grant 
from Save the Children. The grant enabled us to hire a second social worker, create more 
stipended volunteer positions and accommodation spaces, and cover increases in vehicle 
running costs (as the RYS hub remained in Calais, a 30 minute/40km drive away). In January 

2018 a needs assessment of the situation for unaccompanied minors in 
Grande-Synthe/Dunkirk was undertaken, and the program was launched in March. The 
program featured the same core objective as the operation in Calais; to support 
unaccompanied children to restart their lives where they are, or safely and legally reach 
a destination that is in their better interests. 

This funding stream ceased at the end of 2018, and RYS has since also seen the 
closure of another core funding stream, creating an overall budget reduction of 60%. This 

has made the second social worker position untenable, a position required to fulfil our 
underlying responsibility to do no harm (the social worker is responsible for signalling 
unaccompanied children to the state). Without the role filled RYS would also not be 
able to coordinate any response to the needs of those children signalled, when a 
response from the state was received. It was also felt that maintaining necessary 
professional standards within any activities in Dunkirk would no longer be possible 
without qualified and experienced French professionals. This combined with dwindling 
volunteer applications from qualified and experienced individuals (resulting from brexit 
and declining media coverage of northern France) led to the final, heart-breaking, 
decision in December 2019 to cease operations in full. 

Our efforts in December, January and February have been focused on trying to 
document the referral pathways available for other organisations to use when 
signalling a minor to the Nord Departement. However, this has been a real challenge, 
as any success we have had within these referral pathways was been due to the 
regular presence of the RYS team on the ground, complete with a full time social 
worker. Organisations have requested further information, but as of yet effective referral 
pathways do not exist. 

Alongside our French and British partners we continue to raise awareness of the 
challenges and dangers faced by children who do not have appropriate access to state 
protection, accommodation, and their other rights as children. 



DEMOGRAPHIC DATA FROM JANUARY 2020

We instituted a new data collection system and recording procedure beginning January 
2020. This data captures our interactions with minors and is not a comprehensive 
representation of the population of minors in Calais. We do not visit each site every day, 
and some minors choose not to disclose their information to us, Also, we do not include 
the information of minors who directly enter state protection, and therefore do not engage 
with our service. 

Who is included?

As explained previously (page 5) our team respects self-declarations of minority. These 
data visualizations represent the self-declared minors in Calais as of 31/01/2020.



Objective One: Facilitate and promote access to child protection for children 
on the move

❏ Based on the previous meeting with FTDA management, we are working to develop an 
updated, child-friendly document explaining FTDA’s role and services.

❏ Improved coordination of mauraude services between RYS and FTDA outreach teams.   

❏ Training and information sharing for local actors to promote the pathways available to 
minors who wish to access Child Protection.

Objective Three: Promote public awareness of the plight of children in 
migration, and influence policy change through effective partnership working

❏ RYS’s new Advocacy Officer will promote public awareness of the core issues via social 
media and other communications channels. 

❏ The Advocacy Officer will develop a comprehensive report to present on local (French) 
level, outlining RYS’ past and current activities, achievements and objectives for the future.

Objective Two: Increase in access to age and language appropriate 
information

❏ We will begin using the Rights of a Child sheet, translated into 7 languages, and presented 
to all young people that we meet.

❏ We will create and translate a document detailing key services specifically for minors in 
Calais.

❏ Outreach Support Specialist will work with the English teacher Mariko Green to explore and 
develop educational activities, with the aim of building the abilities of the young people we 
work with to engage with available information and services.  

  GOALS FOR NEXT QUARTER
During the reporting period we evaluated our objectives for 2020. Our refined objectives can 
be found below. The focus of our outreach continues to center on developing the children's’ 
self-worth, building their protective mechanisms, and strengthening appropriate networks of 
child protection.

RYS will also recruit and indict a board of up to 5 advisors who support the strategic 
development of RYS in a range of core areas. The board will meet 4 times per year, with advisors 
supporting on areas of development inline with their interests and expertise.



    Concluding Remarks CONCLUDING REMARKS

There is much to look ahead to this year. The continued work of RYS over the next few 
months, the integration and full autonomy of a new organisation and a more 
comprehensive advocacy and communications strategy will all be key features in 2020.  

I can say with confidence that the new organisation will work as a complimentary and 
necessary addition to state child protection provision in Calais. The work we have 
committed to over the past three years has enabled the gap in child protection services 
in Calais to reduce, but there is still a marked gap in provision and capacity. RYS’s work 
will continue to always advocate for protection first while engaging in an on the ground 
approach.  An approach based on trust, support and a continued and consistent 
presence, for the young people to know that they are not alone, that they are visible and 
that they are important. 

The timing of this transition and the precise operational objectives remain in 
development but we can be sure on the reasons for such a transition. Operational in 
northern France since 2016, RYS has always wanted to engage with local actors and 
promote the development of a locally led response. A french led organisation with an 
approach that is embedded in the community may allow greater access to protection 
services and overall support for children on the move.

RYS will remain a committed actor in advocating for the rights of the child and raise 
awareness of the situation for children who are unaccompanied and displaced. Policy 
change is where larger scale changes can be made and we want to lead with an 
advocacy strategy that speaks from the heart about the need for real changes that 
promote humanity, compassion and a collective sense of identity. 

To close, being part of a team that focuses on helping children restart their lives and 
feel valued has been the biggest privilege of my life.  In a world that seems so filled with 
judgement, oppression and exclusion, we often forget the acts of care and compassion 
that people do. It is my sincerest wish that as spring arrives, the team continues to 
reflect and see all the good they do in such a complex and challenging context.  

With best regards,

James Aldred
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